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This struggle resulted in the organization of the Marshal's sup-
porters in the "Non-party Block of Co-operation with the Govern-
ment," which after General Elections in 1928 and 1930 obtained
a clear majority in the Parliament, though insufficient to pass a
new Constitution, one of Pilsudski's principal objectives. Mean-
while the regime had been fortified by the financial and economic
recovery of the country, manifested by the flotation of a large
Stabilization Loan, the development of Gdynia, Poland's new port
on the Baltic, and the great success of the National Exposition at
Poznan. But in 1929 the long-protracted world economic depres-
sion was setting in; the fall in the price of wheat and other cereals
told heavily against Poland, nearly 70 per cent agricultural, and
began another financial and economic crisis, the effects of which
still continue to embarrass her.
In external affairs the regime was successful. In July 1932
Poland came to terms with Soviet Russia by signing with her a
non-aggression pact, valid for three years, renouncing war as an
instrument of national policy. Throughout that year, as in 1931,
German propaganda was persistently hostile to Poland, and
Danzig gave trouble. Polish policy was indicated by the strong
line taken by Pilsudski against Germany in the Danzig "Cruiser
Affair" in June 1932. The victory of Germany in the controversy
over "Equality" in the second half of 1932 did not further the
peace of Europe, as her demands for revision of the Versailles
Treaty became more clamorous than ever, and Hitler's accession
to power in 1933 did not tend to modify them. German antagonism
to Poland became more and more pronounced, and the "Wester-
platte Affair" in March, Danzig again being involved, and Pil-
sudski taking again a determined stand against Germany, suggested
almost inevitable war, but the danger was obviated, to the surprise
of Europe, by the complete volte-face of German policy, Pilsudski
and Hitler signing a non-aggression pact, valid for ten years, early
in 1934. In May of that year the non-aggression pact with the
Soviet was extended to December 31,1945. As Colonel Beck, the
Polish Foreign Minister, pointed out, "Our foreign policy is the
application to international problems of the realist and con-
structive thought of Marshal Pilsudski."

